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it's a trap! clear some space for the third chapter of the funniest freakin trilogy in the galaxy! once again, the family guy alliance travels
far, far beyond the beyond the boundaries of good taste to bring you an outrageous sci-fi spoof filled with hilarious humor, adequate
animation and a happy ending (giggity). so get ready to experience the lighter side of the dark side with peter solo, chris skywalker,
princess lois, stewie vader..and some surprising new faces. may the laughs be with you! something, something, something, darkside the
griffins reprise their roles as the saga continues in this hilarious star wars: the empire strikes back spoof. the blu-ray release of family guy
features 8.5 audio tracks and three subtitle tracks in english, french, and spanish. as with the other releases the commentary track features
a packed history lesson from the cast and the writers and is overflowing with nerd references. there are also two making of featurettes a
featurettes on how the episodes were written and two more on the animation of this release with lots of great behind-the-scenes stuff on
how the episodes were constructed. the bonus shorts themselves are only interesting in a bit of trivia kind of way, so stick to the
commentary for most of the extra material. i enjoyed the family guy deluxe set on all levels and this one is no exception. the basics are the
same: peter griffin plays han solo, chris is luke skywalker, lois is princess leia, stewie is darth vader, brian is chewbacca, and quagmire and
cleveland are c-3p0 and r2d2, respectively. family guy: its a trap actually features a few appearances by other macfarlane-verse characters
from american dad! and the cleveland show and meg once again gets a hilarious cameo.
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but of all the characters, it was funny to see peter the most in this episode. for one, it’s fitting for his character that he’s the only one who
ends up as a villain in this. seriously, he’s full of rage and this role should’ve been reserved for him all along. in fact, his doing bad things is
what elevates him to that point. at over three hours in length, laugh it up fuzzball may fly by a little too quickly, particularly for fans of the
classics. still, there are enough funny moments to keep you smiling throughout, and there is plenty of material here to keep even the most

casual viewer interested. as usual, the animation is excellent, and the episode is accompanied by a bunch of special features. all of the
episodes are available individually, and they are also in the boxset, which we are happy to bring to you. originally airing on fox back in

2007, laugh it up fuzzball would have been a nice companion to the original star wars trilogy, but we werent able to find any vhs or dvd of
it. thankfully, that doesnt seem to be the case with the blu-ray set, which gets all three episodes, plus tons of extra features. and who
knows? maybe the dvd will eventually get more episodes as well. the episodes themselves are as good as the rest of the family guy

episodes weve already seen. the first of three episodes in laugh it up fuzzball, we start in the middle of the trilogy, where luke skywalker
runs away from the empire. its an episode that works well as a double feature with the original star wars, since the episodes

parodies/sequel style a lot of the same material from one to the other. the episode, called something something something dark side,
works best as it shows the differences between the original trilogy and the new trilogy, such as the fact that this movie takes place on an

unnamed planet. 5ec8ef588b
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